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This paper is intended to serve as a basis for 

discussion of the relation between rates of return to 

education calculations and educational planning policy. 

Part I presents results and analyses of a study 

on rates of return to education in Greece undertaken 

by the author. 

Part II discusses the reasons for the ambiguity 

of the policy implications despite the unambiguous 

nature of the calculated economic benefits and costs 

involved. The basic idea is that there is an asymmetry 

in the policy implications of the cases in which calculated 

benefits are greater than costs and those in which the 

reverse is true. 

* 1he reader should bear in mind that most of this was 

written in 1965-66. 
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PART I 

Returns to Educ~tion in Greece 

1. Education in Greece. 

By canparati ve European standards Greek economic and educational 

performance gives the impression that there is little need for concern 

that lack of education inhibits grow-th. The rate of economic gr owt.h 

in the last decade has been one of t.he h i e;hest in Europe. GNP has 

grow-n by more than 1% per year. Productivity per man employed has grown 

by almost 610. By any s't andar d WE: call think of this as a very cr-ed l Lab L« 

performance. If we compare the prupurtions in various age groups in 

school in Greece with other coun t r i (:::.; at its economic level then Grr·t:ce 

does as well or better than most. 'I'n i.s is true not only in the primary 

and secondary levels but 2~SO at the university level, especially if 

we include Greeks studying abr oac . Thus, on the basis of c ompar at I v c: 

standards the educational picture lOuKS very good indeed. Even if we 

compare the proportions in each 8.gt:: L;roup at tending school or un i ver s.i ty 

in Greece with Western European countries we find that Greece does 

bet tel' than 8. great mCL'1Y of t.herr , :l11U as v:ell as most. Table 1 t ak -n 

from the OECD report on Greek Educr.t i on sumrnar i z e s some of the b as i c 
I. 

t 

1 r 
I 
I 
1 

gro .. rt h there is no cbv i ou s e vi (~'-=nc._. i nat. this is tll,,' ·case. 

There is some concern in Gr,'c.·'_' about. ma.i nt.ai n i ng tht~ rate' o!' 
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di th high growth rates in the post war decades we find that, in general, 

they are countries which have had very much Love r growth rates in the 

pre-war decades. Indeed, as table ? illustrates, when we average P03t 

war and pre-war decades then the rates of growth of different countries 

that have grown reasonably rapidly, say about 2 1/210 in the last 40 

years; ··are really very close to each other. Thus, it can be argued the 

high rate of growth in Greece in recent years is part of a process of 

"catching up" with a lack of growth in the pre-war period. However, the 

statistical evi.dence thus far does not suggest that any s Low-dovn is 

taking place. The Greek growth rate has been rapid for about 14 years 

now and in the last three years it has risen several percentage points. 

On this score too the picture thus far appears to be highly creditable. 

A remarkable fact about Greek education is that relatively large 

numbers, by most European st.andar ds , hB.Y~ be en educated very Lnexpenc i ve Ly , 

The proportion of GNP spent on educ a t i on by all e;roups has been less 

than 2 1/2% -- considerably less th~~ most other ~~ropean cOQ"ltries. 

Two alternative conjectures come to nn nd -- either: (1) Greece h:1S been 

exceptionally efficient in aLl.oc at.i ng its resources to education, or 

(2) while the quantity has be en arnp.l o the cost has been 10\,' b ec aus c the 

quali ty of it has also been very Lov , 'vic will return to these e on.] ec t.u re s 

later. 
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'l'nble 1 

CONPARAT!VE Ei>lcATIONAL DATA Ft>R GREret AIm 5EL.1.;TED OTHER COUNTROOY 

-- ---------------- 
Nwnb<;r gradua t- Entrants to Nuobor- .. ing f'roz; secondary higher oduca- ~rndul.1ting 

Country education as a per- tion as a pro- from h:4;h(>r 
cent ago of relevant portion of education as 
age [roup nuober- grmluat- a pcrccntugc 

ing f'r-oa uec - of relevant 
ondary general age group 
cduca ti on 

------- ----------- 
GRE:reE 17 .6 45 3.6 

United States 65.5 50 16.9 
., Canada 38.0 40 6.9 

Belg1uo 11.0 62 3.3 
Ireland 13.0 40 n.a 

G rea t Bri tain 6.0 78 3.4 
France 11.0 81 3.4 
Netherlands 6.0 67 1.7 
Norway 11.5 47 2.[\ 
Sweden 11.0 67 4.3 
U.S.S.R. n.a D.h n.G 
Deru:&rk G.O 71 .., ') 

<-.<- 

Switzerland S.5 n.r! 4.7 

Austria 10.0 56 1.7 
Luzeobourg n.a r •. A. !l.B 

Italy 6.5 6CJ 2.6 
Vest Germany 5.0 81 2.1 

Spain 5.0 50 1.4 
Y~o81avia 11.5 n.R 4."5 
Portugal n.': n.a n.1I 
Tu rkey 2.0 n.li n.a 

. -------------------------------_._------------------------------ 
All Gre.,k da ta are for 1961, as f'urrn shoc by t he Na t i cna 1 St:.1 t is t i ca I Sl:rvicL' llf 

;r,..,.C'c and the PlwJ1ing Division of t ho 1-'.inistry of Cocrdin"tion. 
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2. Returns to Greek Education. 

Another way of looking at the matter of quantity and 

efficiency is to see what people and the economy are getting out of 

their education. Is the result, given the effort, sufficiently worthwhile 

so that the benefits are greater than the costs? If so it may pay for 

additional people to ·be educated and to benefit accordingly. As far 

as I am aware, at the time of writing, the re was no previous work 

on returns to Greek education. But returns and costs would appear 

to be critical considerations in answering the following questions: 

What are thos e being educated at various levels getting out of it? 

Can more be educated and benefited to the same degree? What is the 

economic system getting out of the resources it puts into education? 

To answer these questions we present in tables 3, 4, and 5 

the results of calculations showing returns and costs to various levels 

of Greek education in different years. Before discussing the findings 

in detail we may indicate the general nature of the res ults. Univers ity 

education on most c aunts more than pays its way. The rate of return 

to secondary education is low, and on some bases negative. If we take 

these calculations seriously, and we shall consider in detail below the 

degree of caution with which we should treat thes e results, then it would 

appear that an expansion of Greek un iv c r s it y education may be 

warranted, but this is not true for secondary education, or secondary level 
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Table , 

Growth of output in wostern countries, 

1913 to 1959 

Compound annual percentage rates of growth of national product af 

constant prices 

I ---I 
Ra~~ 2! ~~e Qt ~Df I 

I 

I I 
t 

1 1939 to 1949 1949 to 1959 I 1913 to 1956 I 
r -,------4 
t 

lies tern Gc:n:wlY I -2.2 7.4 I 2.1 I I I I I I Austria 0.8 6.0 I 1.4 i t 
I I I Greece 
I -2.0 5.9 I 

2.0 I i t t I I I I I Italy I 0.1 I 5.9 t 1.9 I . I t I I I I I l'rance I 0.2 I 4.5 I 1.3 I I I Plnland I f I I 
I I I I 1.6 I 4.2 I 3.1 I I I I I I t I I I Jonray I 2.4 I 3.4 3.0 t I I I I t , I I I 

i t I Sweden 3.0 b I 3.4 , 2.4 t I , 
I I ! I United States 4.4 I 3.3 3.2 I , 
I I I I I I I 

_ _j_-------------: --_----L- ____ 

Source: E.C.E., ~-12D...1.tJ._~9~~.)).__In ~_Dt..::ir.g 'The l~, 
Chapter II, p. 3. 
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vocational training. In fact secondary education has been expanded, 

but little has been done about univers ity educafion. 

An initial difficulty that arose in attempting to calculate 

returns on education for Greece was the lack of appropriate data. 

There are no published data for Greece on income levels by years of 

education. ~OSSibilities existed: to use substitute data and 

make calculations based on various assumptions, and/or carry out a 

survey and generate the necessary data. I employed both methods. 

For the most part three types of data were used; (1) data from the 

household survey of 1951-58; (?) salary schedules for those in public 

employment where the occupations involved have fai~ly clear cut edu- 
1 

cational requirements, and (3) I directed a small sample survey of 

those employed in commerce and industry in the Athens area and in 

this way obtained a sample that yielded information on each respon- 

dent's age, years of education, monthly income, ~Dd occupation. The 

sample included over 1,500 observations for 1964 and over 1,100 for 

l~ 
The. general nature of the results from all types of data are 

2 
for the most part in the same direction. The rates of return to 

1. VI'hile I designed the survey Greek colleagues at the Center 
of Planning and Economic Research did all the detail work involved. 
They translated my questionnaire, chose-the sample, visited Greek 
firms, obtained the necessary data from records or from inter\~ews, 
and processed the data.. However, since I was in control of thE" situ 
ation I am responsible for any deficiencies in the results. 

2. Data waS also obtained of the income of engineers from 
their professional association. These were rough estimates of "t.yp i c ru " 
incomes by years of practice. In addition a smrll mR21 survey was 
made of Lavyer s in independent pr ac t i c-- . 
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~ersity education are relatively high while the rates of return to 

~COndary education are low or negative. In the household survey 

years of education were not given but only occupational groupings. 

It is very difficult to know what reasonable assumptions should be 

made about the years of education of those who were termed pro- 

fessionals in the year 1957-58. From the 1960-62 census reports 

which give the proportions of the population with different degrees 

of education it was possible to infer something about the Qifferential 

degrees of education for different broad occupational groupings. 

The results obtained on this basis were consistent with the other 

findings. 

The sample survey presents two problems: representativeness, 

and the fact that the sample includes only those that are employed. 

That is to say, it does not include those with higher education who 

would like managerial or clerical posts in industry or commerce but 

who have been unable to obtain such posts. It is difficult to judge 

what the bias is in this case. The same is true of those employed 

in government. One interesting re~ult of the sample survey is the 

finding that the rates of return j n industry and commerce for higher 

education are not significantlY different from those in government 

service. The present values of the income streams in the private and 

public sectors seem to be cOmpetitive vis-a-vis each other. 

Another problem that arose in connection with the survey is 

the type of calculation to make . Two obvious cho'ices are (1) t.h e- 

internal rate of return and (2) the per cent net gain (rresent value 
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v-c 1 
of the income stream less cost) over the cost of education r-c-l. 
While I emphasized the latter approach I also made calculations of 

internal rates of return. 

The internal rate of return does present same difficulty in 

that it assumes that either society or individuals have the option 

of investing in each period at the internal rate. That is to say, 

receiving income at an earlier period is worth more than the same in- 

come at a later period, in part because the person could invest the 

earlier period income and receive a return on it to that later period. 

However, there is no evidence that an individual or society could a l wa ys 

make such investments at the internal rate of ret~~n. Indeed it seems 

most unlikely in some instances. 
v-c 

Computing (---c-) involves the present value of the discounted 

stream which in turn involves the choice of an interest rate. I chos~ 

rates of 6 and 1%. The 1% rate, given the rates of return on bonds, 

and the "relatively long run" interest rate, seem to be on the high 

side. 2/ 

1. v is the present value of the income stream attributable to 
marginal years of education, and c is the cost of the same number of 
marginal years of educ ati on. 

2. k~other element involved in estimating present values ere 
the survival rates based on the 1960-62 census figures. In developing 
age-income profiles for yes:rs of e-J.ucation, earnings were assumed to 
end at age 65. At a 610 rate of di s coun t mortnli ty risks reduced the 
present value of income stream by only 3/10 .of l~,. 
(footnote continued on page 14. ) 
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Table 3 

Benefits (Present Values) and Costs of Education in Greece 
at 6% and 7% Discount Rates 

(in OOO's Drachmas) 

1 ** (2) (3) (4) f5) (6) (7) 
Primary Secondary Secondary Higher Hgher Secondary Highe 

Total Total Education Total Educ. Less pri- Secon 
Age Age Age Age Age ,mary age Age 

At 14 At 14 At 19 At 14 At 19 -At 14 At 19 

Present Values at 6i disc. 297 318 426 420 563 2l 137 
Present Values at '"f1, disc. 250 260 363 335 468 10 105 
Cost 8 54 132 ~ 78 

Present Value at 6% disc. 465 414 495 665 110 
Present Value at 710 disc. 420 300 420 541 -120 125 
Costs 14 90 184 76 94 

Pr e s errt Va Lu e 8.t 6% disc. ?37 235 -2 
Present Va.l.ue at 'T'to di se • 205 192 -13 
Costs 8 54 46 

Present Value at 6% disc. 287 330 43 
Present Value at 710 disc. 245 269 24 
Costs 14 90 76 

Present Value at 6~ disc. 336 356 473 695 222 
Present Value at : 710 disc. 305 281 402 577 .-18 176 
Costs 14 90 199 76 115 

Present Value disc. at 61, 
to age _g1:_ 199* 924* 125* 

Present Vs.l.ue disc. a.t n 
!.s. age .?l 682* 786* 106* 



Costs (about 2 1/2 years 
higher education) 

Self-Employed 
Engineers ys. Draughtsroen Present Value disc. @ 610 a.t 

~21 

Cost of ~neering Training 

*At age 21. 

.. ~ 

lOa. 

84 

595* 1,218* 623* 

135 
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Table 3 

,' ...... ' ... ~r .... ~ 
Meanings of Columns 

(1 ) Present value of the dis counted income stream of those with a primary education, dis counted to age 14. 

(2 ) II II " " II II " II " " " secondary II " " " " 

(3) " " " " II II II II II II II II II II " " 19. 

(4 ) " II II II " II II II II II higher II II II II 14. 

(5) " " " II II II II " II " " " " II II 19. 

(6) Column (2) minus Column (1) where appropriate. 

(7) Colurnn (5) II Co l u rrin (3) " II 
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Rates of Return (~) tu Ad d i t i ori a l Education Needed for: 

at Discount Rates of 

I 6% 7% 

I 1964 

A. Civil Servants 
I 

1. Secondary school teachers i 

(against P'r irna r y teacher tE'achc~rs(b)} 49% 240/0 

Administrative Personnel(b) 

1. With Secondary Education -113%1 - 12 -+ (:.'0 

2. With Higher Education 15 years plus , 93% 53% 

I 
B. Independent Professionals(a) j 

\ 
I. Independent professional 

. (I) e n g mve r s 

1. Professional Earnings (against 
Clerical Earnings) 1 b 5% 

Higher education (against d r a uu h t s > 
nil: n wi th s c cond ar y e du cat iun) 

C. 19')7-58 (Household Survey 1);11<1) 

2. Clerical Ea rnings (aga inst La bo r e r I s 
Earnings) -90% 

-------------------------------------- ----~----------~--------- 
Data s o ur c e s : (a) BdS,~d un in Iorn i.i t r o n lr o n i Technical Chailliwr 

(Mr. Tumbrogiannis) and (b) Official p ay v s c a l c {\ll" 
technicians - "Trt'<JS1~'·.Y_~rtJl1ent - t e f c h o s ~ 
,:di",H'l'cdus('s, [ql-l. 

',' . 



Table 5 

v-c 
Rates of Return (--c--) to Education Based on Survey Data To 

At Discount Rates of 

I 3% I 6% 
I , 
! I 

I I 
\ 

f 
A. Higher Education ~ 

I , 
I , 
! I 

l. Males 1960 - Higher I I 75 34 
I 

2. Males 1964 - Higher I 
I 

70 35 
I 
I 

B. Secondary Education I I 
1 I I l. Males 1960 - Secondary I 135 ! -53 -81 
! 

2. Females 1960 - Secondary 
\ 

! -103 -121 

b· 
i 

Males 1964 - Secondary I 6 I -167 -128 

~. Females 1964 - Secondary I -37 -66 
I 

]2. 
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Table 6 

Approximate Internal Rates of Return to Years of Education* 

Internal rates Internal rate Internal rate 
if oi rate of if 4% rate of if 5% rate of 

Yrs. of Education Sex Year growth growth growth 

.. 1) 15 against 12 . Males 1960 8.00 12.50 13.50 

2) 15 " 12 Males 1964 8.00 12.50 13.50 

3) 12 " 6 Females 1960 3.00 7.00 8.00 

It ) 1.2 " 6 Fema.Le s 1964 5.00 9·50 10.50 

5) 12 " 6 Hales 1960 4.50 9.00 10.00 

5* 15 t· 6 Males 1960 6.00 10.00 11.00 

l~ ) 12 " 6 Males 1964 3.00 7.00 5.00 

G* 15 6 Males 1964 5.00 9.50 10.50 

7) 15+ " 12 Adm. Pers. 1964 8.50 13.00 14.00 

8) 12 " 6 " 1964 2.50 6.50 7.50 

p* 1.5 " 6 " 1964 5.50 9·50 10.50 

G EngineErs ag e i ns t 
rlrp ... ug;~;~ :-::::. en ll.".les 1964 14.')Cl 18.00 19.00 

1.1.")) Sec Qne. ~..r}' school 
t e ac ~ E:'!'"E against 

.. rrill«;·i school t.c ac ae r s 1964 6.00 12.00 13.00 

Yo' In c a c h c as e' the r c t u r n is to rn a r g i n a l years oJ e d u.c a t i o n . Thus "I r:; against 12" i n i pl ics the r t- t ur n to th e 13th, I -It h , 

and 15th yea r8 of education combined. 
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3. The Choice of the Appropriate Rate of Return 

Given the necessary data there are a variety of rates of return 

that can be calculated. We consider briefly only two of the main alternatives. 

(1) The private rate of return: The private rate of return 

looks at the problem from the point of view of the one attending 

school. The household of the student has to bear certain costs for 

school attendance and presumably the consequence of such attendance 

is an increase in the potential income stream of the student. Of 

course, some costs are frequently born by the government, or by pri- 

vate or public social agenCies, but these are not considered in the 

calculation. It is possible for t~e private rate of return to be 

positive while the "social" rate of return is negative. However, 

this did not turn out to be the case for Greece. It is important to 

note that we do include in the pr i vat e costs the income foregone wh i Le 

attending school. 

Footnote cont. from page 9. 

A short-cut used in computing the rate of return is the as 
sumption that all costs of educa:ion are incurred at a single point 
in time. Essentially the assump~ion is that all education is pr~ 
paid. In fact, the cost of educat ion of a gi ven type is mor e or Less 
evenly spread over the education po r i oo , The overstatement i s by 
roughly one-half of the interest th~t would be earned on the cost 
over the period of the education i~ the total cost had been availKble 
at the outset. An adjustment was .o sde to take care of this aspect 
of the problem. In order to avoic overstatements in the rate of 
return the cost of secondary educe: ion was adjust.ed by l~ for t h« 
six years period, and the cost or 'ligher education by· 5% for t n 
three year period. However, the r=sul.t.s are not very s en s i t i / v: t,. 
changes in these rates by several. e r-c ent.age points in either di 
rection. 
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(2) The full resources cost rate of return: By this term we 
7'C/C7~~ 

have in mind what is frequently called the social rate of return. 

Here we take into account, as far as possible, the cQsts of all the 

resources per student, including the income foregone from not work- 

ing while the student is attending school. Thus, in a free educational 

system the government's outlay for education becomes part of the cost 

to be considered. The inco~e stream attributed to this education is 

discounted to determine its present value and compared to the full 

resources cost to determine the rate of return. It is this rate that 

has been emphasized in this study. In calculating the income foregone 

I have usually deducted from the income what the student would have 

earned, if he were not in school, so~e 15% because going to school 

does not foreclose the possibility of summer employment, and an 

additional 5i because of the risk of unemployment. The idea here 

is that approximately 5% of the students, were they in-the labor force, 

would face the prospect of being Q~employed at nny given time. 

For comparative purposes we include in Table 6 estimates of 

the internal rates of return for the various educational alternatives. 

For convenience we show in the same table what the internal rates RTe 

if we assume 4 or 5% rates of growth in the income streams assuming 

that each educational group shares proportionately in the growth. 

4. Comments on the Numerical Results 

One of the main ideas beh i nd my attempts to compute rate or 

return on education was to suggest rossibilities "or further r-e s e ar ch , 
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hopefully with much better data. However, there was considerable 

value in making the crude calculations presented here i,n that they 

indicate something of the relative magnitudes involved. At the very 

least the numerical results suggest Some preliminary hypotheses about 

the nature of Greek education that can be tested in the future with 

better data and in a more thorough manner than waS possible by the 

writer given the time restrictions involved. It is of interest that 

the calculations are, in general, consistent with impreSSionistic 

observations about the nature of Greek education relayed to me by 

Greek informants. 

The most obvious aspect of the results is the fact that the 

rates of return to higher education are consistently and significantly 

greater than the return to investment in secondary education. It is 

most likely, if we are to take the data seriously, that it is a paying 

proposition to expand university education if we take the volwne Ilnd 

quality of secondary education as given. 

~iS of interest that the rates of return to a secondary edu 

cation as terminal education are frequently close to zero or negative, 

at a zero growth rate. Strictly as an investment in terminal edu- 

cation, apart from the growth effect, secondary education does not 

appear to be tt good bet. Thus, r at ~ on n l investment j n secondary 

education, may be seen as investment in a partial gamble to achieve 

university admiSSion, which does hnve a considerable positive p~~off. 

or as a cultural rat her than an ec onom i c investment. To use 

Houthakker's phrase, for secondarv "tiucrrtion in Greece it may not: 
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be true that "it's better to have loved and lost rather than not to 

have loved at all." Indeed, for 1964, without the growth effect, it 

does not even pay to "love and ,. .. in. ,,1 ] 

It is important to keep in mind a significant qualification. ii:»: of the income streams which are presumed to be a 
(I (( 

. quence of secondary education do not include the growth income 

in the fUture as a consequence of the growth rate of the economy. 

In recent years productivity per worker in Greece has increased by 

about 6% per year. If this rate is assumed to continue for the next 

four decades, and if 6% is considered the appropriate discount rate, 

then this is equivalent to using the undiscounted stream to determine 

the present value. If we look at table 7 at the value of secondary 

education at a zero rate of discount we see that it is higher than 

primary education by about 350 thousand Drs. Since the cost of 

secondary education is somewhere between 46-74 thousand Drs. then it 

may appear that secondary education does pay-off for both 1960 and 

19~ 
It is. difficult to know whether, in the future, those with a 

secondary education will share in the productivity gains to the same 

degree as those with a primary or those .. '1. th a higher education. In 

addition it does not seem reasonable to assume that a 60/0 rate of growth 

per worker will continue for four decades when the evidence suggests 

that if we look at the rate of growth from 1913 to 1957 it is only 

1. H. S. Hout.hakke r , "Educ e t i on and Income, It Review of 
Economics and Statistics, February 1959· 
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abqut 2% per annum. In other words, it may be argued that the current 

rate of growth is a short-term rate, and that based on past experience 

it could not be expected to persist for the 40 to 45 years of a work- 

ing life-time. 

But, on the other hand, a two to four per cent rate of growth 

in productivity for the four decades does not appear to be at all un~. 

reasonable. For example, if we assume a 3% rate of growth, then it 

appears that secondary education does pay for itself even at a 6~ 

rate of discount for males for both 1960 and 1964. 

The calculation that takes the growth rate of the economy into 

account is especially relevant if the groups under consider;ltion g;l in ill 

the growth compared to others. The question that arises 

is the extent to which those with higher education and se 

condary education gain compared to each other, and compared to those 

with ~~ elementary education or less. Table 7 sheds interesting light 

on this question for the years from 1960 to 1964 on which we have 

survey data. The increase in income for males' with secondary education 

is approximately the same as those with a primary education undiscounted, 

and is considerably less than those with a primary education at the 

6% discount rate. In other wordS, those with a secondary education 

not only did not share proportionatt~ly compared to those wi th R. pri 

mary education but they could have received a greater increment in 

the present value of the income stream in the four year period with 

less education. The table indicates that approximately the srune is 

true for those with a higher education. The only exception to the 
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case is for women with secondary education. For those women the in 

come stream rose more than proportionately than women with only a 

primary education. Thus, if the 1960-64 experience is taken to be 

representative of the distribution in gains from growth, then the 

growth argument could not be made to justify expansion of the secondary 

or higher education. In other words, if we focus our attention on 

secondary education, then it is clear that secondary education does 

not pay off if we take the gains from growth into account. A similar 

conclusion holds for secondary and higher education taken as a single 

unit. 

Of course, it is to be emphasized that we do not know whether 

the experience between 1960 and 1964 is what we can typically expect 

in the course of the growth process, Hence, the conclusion is far 

from definite but the empirical e~Qence available does not clearly 

support the conclusion that secondary education pays off. It is likely 

that in the period involved those ~ho gain more than proportionately 

in the growth process ~ere the previously unemployed, farmers, workers 

wi th a primary education or less, and women with a secondary edu 

cation. Tnese conjectures are based on rather fragmentary evidence 

and little more can be said than to sugge s t that the rela.ti ve enins 

from growth needs more thorough stuc~. 

At first blush it may be thought that although secondary edu- 

. cation does not appear to pay for i t s eL f when all costs are consictert'd. 

at thf> 610 discount rate (without Uw F,rowth adjustment) that it will 

pay for itself if O!1~y private CI):;~:; ar e taken i nt.o account. However, 
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, 
(in 000'. Drkl.) 

; 

Males - 6 yre, Ed. 12 vr s , Ed. I 15 yrs. Fexna.le. -6yrl. lZ rre , 
6%bi.c .. 6,. Disc. 0% Diec. 60/. Disc. 0"0 Disc. 6% Disc. 0,. 6" O~ 6,. 

I 

1964 1479 465 1854 414 2526 655 1086 287 16Z5 331 I 

1960 1238 297 1592 318 2349 563 885 237 1116 235 

--- 
Differential 241 168 262 96 177 92 201 50 509 96 

Table 7 

Differentials in Pr ee ent Value. 1960 - 1964 
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additional calculations show that this is not the case. Income fore- 

gone is a significant proportion of the cost of education. The lower 

private cost of education (inclusive of income foregone), as compared 

to the social cost, does not alter significantly the overall result. 

(See table 8 below.) 

Table 8 

v-c Rates of Return(-C-) and Costs, Private vs. Social, for 

Secondary Education at a 6% Rate of Discount 

1960 1964 
Cost Rate: Of Cost 

(in 000 Drs. ) Return (in 000 Rate· of 
Drs.) Return 

Males - Survey Data 

Social 46 -53% 76 -16710 

Private 37 -34% 57 -190 

Females - Survey Data 

Social , 63 -103 70 -37 

Private 49 -104 51 -14 

The low returns to secondary education may reflect the very low 

quality of that education as a preparation for employment. Of course 

our calculations omit the consumpt.ion value of secondary education, which 

may be considerable, at least in t,'J11]S of relnti ve status and prc:;Li t'.V 

compared to those who have only 8. prirr:ary educ e.t i on. In add i i.,j on t.he 

working conditions of those with a secondary education may be pleasanter. 
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The life style of a student is different than that of one who 

works. It may be argued that the utility of the experience of attend- 

ing secondary school at a somewhat lower income level is not sig- 

nificantly less (if at all less) than the utility of a higher level 

income while employed. In other words, the dis-utility of work may 

be sufficiently greater than the dis-utility of the effort and/or 

psychological strains involved in attending school so that the net 

result would be approximately the s&~e as if the income foregone were 

not included. If we excluded all income foregone (which would merol 

taking an extreme position) the result at a 6% rate of discount would 

be different for males in 1960. However, it would not make secondary 

education pay-off for males in 1964 since the presf.'nt value of secondary 

education is less than that of primary education for males. in 1964. 

To exclude all income foregone from the cost of secondary edu- 

cation would certainly represent an extreme position. At least SOml!- 

thing like 40% of the income foregone can be viewed as a social cost 

in the sense that approximately ?O% represents tax revenues lost to 

the goverrnnent, and another 20% represents investment lost tu sod ety 

assuming that marginal tax rates and marginal saving rates are approxi- 

mately equal to average rates. But even if we charge only 40% for 

income foregone against the cost of secondary education the qualitative 
;-; 

results do not change markedly. This can be seen from table 9 which 
v-c 

contrasts the rates of return (-Cl f'o r secondary education on th,' 

basis of a full churge of i ncom-: f"regonL' as ag af ns t a 4of, char ce ,.t~ 

income foregone. 
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All things considered it is very clear that the overall results 

are very sensitive to two elements: the rate of discount chosen, and 

the rate of growth in the income stream that we assume. The result 

that is unambiguous, and that is relatively insensitive to these two 

elements, is that higher education is a much better investment than 

secondary education. 

Table 9 

v-c 
Rates of Return (~) to Secondary Education 

Under Full Income Foregone Cost Versus 
~ Income Foregone in Co~t 

At Dt.scounb Rates of 
b~ 7"10 

il~ Income 4Q1, Income 1~ Income 40i Income 
[Foregone in Foregone in Foregone in Foregone in 

.' . Cost Cost Cost Cost 

-53~ 
I 

l. Males 1960 -1% -81$ -67% 

2. Females 1960 -103 -106 -rzi . -1:~9 

3. Males 1964 -167 -220 -128 -150 

~. Females 1964 -37 +9 -~ -41 

Another important result that is unambiguous has to do with tech- 

nical education at the secondary school level. In the survey the wage 

rates associated with such education are approximately the same as 

those associated with general education of equal duration. However 

the direct cost per student of suc: education is several times as large 
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as that for secondary education. Hence if secondary general education 

does not pay then technical education of the type and under the con- 

ditions given in the past certainly does not pay. Like all our results 

this one too is a provisional one and more research needs to be done 

on thi s matter. 

Finally it is a special interest to know that if we look upon 

higher education as being produced by those who enter gymnasium after 

primary education then higher education does just pay-off at a 6% rate 
of discount unadjusted for growth for 1960 but it does not pay off for 

1964. In other wordS, secondary and higher education as a combined. 

investment that produces university graduates does not lead to a bene- 

fit greater than cost unless we reduce the disco~~t rate below 6~, or 

impute e. growth in productivity per man above zero, or some cOltbination 

of the two. If 6~ is a reasonable rate of discount, then the value of 

higher education for 1964 looked a.t as being produced by both secondary 

and higher education depends entirely on the increase in the productivity 
1 

of the economy that we assume. 

We have already alluded to the fact that the results are very 

sensitive to the discount rate employed. According to the study by 

2 
ElliS, Psilos, et. al., the bank deposit rate fell from about 6% in 

1. The above result is true even if we do not t~~e into account 
the fact that it take s more t.han one person entering the .secondary 
education stream to obtain a person that graduates from higher education. 
If we do make an adjustment for thi s , then h i ghe r education very c Le ar Ly . 
will not pay-off at a 610 rate of discount, and most pr-obab.Ly will. not, 
pay-off at a 3% rate of Qiscount. 

2. Industri~l Capital in Greek Development, Athens, 1964,. p~. 

55-56. 
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1958 to 5.5 in-l960. And to about 4.5% in 1964. The loan rate by 

banks was approximately % in 1956 and around 710 in 1961. The return 

to time deposits of one to two years duration was 6% in both 1960 and 

1964. The "intermediate time" interest rate appears to be the most 

stable one in the economy. It is quite likely that individuals from 

upper inccme groups will have greater access to the capi tel market 

and hence their opportunity cost rate may be higher than those from 

lower income groups. Since to some degree it is likely that education 

and access to the capital market are correlated, it may be appropriate 

to use a 6% rate for those with higher education but only a 4 or 5% 

rate for those with lower education when we compute rates of return. If a 

single discount rate must be used then 6% seems to be the most reasonable one. 

A charge that could be levelled against the numerical results 

is that we have overestimated the. returns to education because we have 

attributed the entire differential income stream to different years of 

1 
education. However, part of this, perhaps all of it, i~ ta~cn care of 

1. A study by Dr. Jane Lambiri-Dimaki shows quite clearly that 
university students (1962-63) do come from atypical fa.inily backgrounds. 
Nevertheless they are not the children of the rich as this would normally 
be defined. Only 12% come from families whose monthly income is above 
5,000 drachmas per month; 88% coree from famili es whose income is be Low 
5,000 drachmas per month. It is har-d to imagine that those whose f'ami.Ly 
income is, let us say, between 5 to 10,000 drachmas would be able to 
confer any considerable nepotistic advant age s to their children. And 
this income class represents over ?/3 of those with family incomes be- 
tween 5 to 20,000 dr-achmas per month. On the other hand, the proportion 
of the unt.ver-s i ty population who come from relatively educated fam i Lt es 
(29% with university education) is much higher than the proportion of 
those in the parent age groups who are equally educated (4% with uni versi ty 
education). This implies that it is pr-obao.l e the.t those who go to th'_' un i ve r s i t.y 
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by compensating errors. The results are understated because they do 

not include self-employed income, or "moonlighting" income. Our at- 

tempts to get some notion of self-employed income either of engineers 

or lawyers shows this income to be considerably above that of educated 

people employed in commerce and industry. The differential is probably 

somewhere between 30 to 70%, and it is probably su~iciently large to 

compensate for the presumed return to differential ability of those 

employed in commerce and industry. 

It is difficult to adjust for ability of those employed in com- 

merce and industry because no additional data are available at present 

to indicate the differential ability and related differential income 

of those with higher education as against those wi~~ seconda~y education. 

The author's impression is that this differential is less in Greece 

than it would be in the United States because the examination and elimi- 

nation system is much poorer in Greece and a poorer indication of dif- 

ferentlal ability than the system for the U. S. Professor Gary Becker, 

who reviews the American data, found that for Q~iversity e~ucation the 

internal rate of return should be reduced at most by about 12 to 2~ 

whereas for secondary education it should be reduced by about 25 to 

1 35%. My general impression woul~ be that a ?O% reduction for higher 

are chosen only to a small extent on the basis of native ability or 
nurture and hence the return to educ at i.on (for t\lOse not in indepenuent 
practice) calculated is for the most part rep.' ly a return to educ at.i on 
and not a return to innate capac i -Li ,'s. Neec',--Less to say the s tuc i.c. 
available to the writer at Dresen:' do not allow u s to come to a cieLi_n:i. 
tive conclusion on this matter. 

1. Gary S. Becker, Human Cat.i.t al , Ne\\' YO!'i: 1964, pp , 82-135. 
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education and a 30% reduction for secondary education would be adjust 

ments for Greece that would err on the high side. If we make such ad 

justments then higher education still pays at zero growth while secondary 

education does not. At a 5~ rate of gro~~h, assuming it is shared by 

the educated group in question, the internal rate of return for higher 

education falls to about 11% while for secondary education it falls to 

somewhere between 5 to 'rf,. The gener al quali tati ve results remain un- 

changed. 

It must be emphasized that in part those in private practice 

come from the same educational cohorts as those in commerce ~~d industry 

but are probably self-selected in terms of ability, less risk aversion, 

and superior parental connections. Thus, a good deal, of the differential 

that we attribute to higher education has already been taken care of 

simply by the self-selection process which leads those ",i. th greater 

ability and energy to go into priv~te practice, and the fact that most 

of our results exclude those in pr i.vat.e professional practice. As a 

consequence, it seemS to the writer that the calculated return to higher 

education of those employed in commerce and industry is probably reason 

ably close to or below their real re~urn. It is to be noted that, for 

the most part, no such options exist for the bright students whose 

secondary education is their terminal training. All things cons i.de r ed , 

higher education appears to be a gocc investment ",-nile secondary edu 

cation is still l)roblematical. A cl.'aY cut economic argument cunnot. 

be made for secondary education if 'tie exclude its consumption value. 

The results of the calculations for hi§'.her educ at.i cn are similar 
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to what the Greek population seems to want. The success of Frontisteria 

that prepare students to take university entrance examinations, pro- 

bably indicates an awareness that a university education is, indeed, 

a good investment, even if people are not aware of the exact rates. 

or course, there are other motivations involved such as the possibilities 

of upward class mobility achievable through a university education. 

~puZzling aspect which may have arisen in the reader's mind 

is th~e quality of higher education is poor, as it is frequently 

alleged to be, why does it pay off so well? Here we must keep in mind 

two facts. First, the payoffs are relative to the costs of the education. 

Second, the payoffs are on the basis of differentials for different years 

of education. This implies that if both secondary ec~cation and higher 

education are equally poor there could still be a considerable pay-off 

to higher education. This last hypot.hes i s is contrary to the belief 

sometimes expressed in Greece that the quality of secondary education 

is high because great demands are made on the students' time. One piece 

of evidence of the low quality of secondary education, but hardly con- 

elusive evidence, is the widespread prevalancc of Frontisteria (private 

cram-school~ Students supplement for the deficiencies of the edu 

cational ~ in four basic ways: by attending Frontisteria, by 

self-study, by receiving some education in private schools, or by study 

a.broad. The relatively high rates of return to higher education may 

reflect, to a considerable extent, the disequilibriu..'U aspects of both 

the demand and supply sid.es of the picture. Given that there is a 

complementarity between capital accQ~lation enQ the demand for high 
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level manpower, it is reasonable to expect that the rapid rates of 

capital accumulation in Greece in recent years has lead to such demands 

for high level manpower that the rates of return for the higher levels 

of education turn. out to be very high. This last is especially likely 

to be so in view of the relative lack of expansion of university places. 

On the other hand secondary education is relatively easier to expand, 

and has expanded, to some extent through an increase in the number of 

students in existing facilities. 

For the most part entry into higher education has been restricted 

to roughly 1/3 of the graduates from secondary schools. Expansion of 

higher education is difficult and for the most part it has not taken 

place since it requires the creation of new universit:es which involve 

unusual organization, political, and manpower problems. On the other 

hand, secondary education has not been restricted in its expanSion to 

the same degree, if at all. In part, the expansion of secondary edu- 

cation has been at the expense of quality. Namely, it probably has 

resulted in an increase in studcnt/t(~acher ratios in the more specinli zed 

and scientific areas. Part of the explanation of the low returns from 

secondary education may be due to a decline in the quality of the 

economically valuable parts of the curriculum of secondary education. 

We have not included in the calculations the consumption value 

of education. We may look upon the ~ulturnJ. value of secondary and 

higher education as 8. net bonus, but this view does not adequately sug 

gest its importance. [3..0rding to an unpublished study by Solomon Wltid 

which inquired into the attitudes about University training held by 
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gymnasium students in the Athens area, over 5~ of the male students 

indicated that they were willing to go to the University even if an 

appropriate job was available without additional training. This gives 

some indication of the consumption value of the education, at least 

before the :~t. :1 
Sane additional minor points have to be kept in mind in evaluating 

the calculations. The costs of secondary education are probably biased 

on the low side but this is probably not the case with higher education. 

The reason for this is that the cost figures are the averages for Greece 

as a whole. However, the survey results are for incomes earned in the 

Athens area. It is probable that the costs of secondary education in the 

Athens area is above the nation wide average. This argument doeS not 

apply to higher education since the institutions at university level 

are entirely in Athens and Salonica. Hence the average costs at the 

university level are the appropriate oneS to apply against income earned 

in the Athens area. 

For the most part we have not calculated the differential returns 

to different types of higher education. However, the returns to en- 

gineers clearly reflect the ~eturns to specialized university education 

whereaS those of general administrative civil servants, ~~d those with 

managerial post in industry, for the most part, reflect general uni- 

versity level education, even if the fact is that a high·proportion of 

it is education received in the faculty of law. No conclusion can be 

drawn on the basis of this profession alone. We need more data of 

income in the various profeSSions tc' determine whether educat:i on that 
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leads to the practice of a specific recognized profession earns a higher rate 0: 

return than education of a more general nature, although superficial and limited 

survey evidence would lead us to conjecture that this is indeed the case. 

5. The Value of Education to the Economy 

Do pos it iv e rates of return to individuals from education have as their 

counterpart productivity increas es as a cons equence of education. What little 

evidence is available for Greek education does not yield a clearly determinate 

answer, but the data is not inconsistent with the hypothesis that education increases 

productivity. Table 10 shows some interesting results based on data found in 

Couts oumaris '. The Morpholog y of Gr eek Indus tr y . Save re -a r r ang e d the data 

from a number of tables to bring out the relation between education, value added 

per man, and capital per man. If we ignore capital per man then one gets the 

strong impression that the higher the proportion of educated people in industry 

the higher the value added per man. But to a considerable extent the higher the 

capital per man the higher the value added per man. It is probable that capital and 

labor skill are fairly highly correlated, and are complementary inputs. In any 

event, it is of interest to know that the data does not contradict the education 

productivity hypothes~ 

Another attempt was made to check whether education increased productivity 

2 
on a firm bas is. For the 1960 sample balance sheets were available for 14 firms. 

On the bas is of this data it was pos sible to 

1. Professor Sam Bowles estimated a production function across the sectors Li s te d in 
Table 10 and found that a relationship between value add-ed per worker on the one 'hand, 
and the net capital labor ratio and percent secondary and university graduates on t he 
other hand was fairly strong. In fact, the null hypothesis that there is no relationship 
is rejected at the 900/0 significance level, but not at the 95% level. 

2. I am indebted to Mrs. Kokkova for letting me use some of the balance sheet d a ta 
that s he collected for her work. 
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C~.e 
ISle Industrial Greup 

'~·':·~C:.·":'_~l·::2S i'roD \[!.ll..:..€ s.c(~cd D2~:"'C:::~l::.tc-i 
'L~ ver-sa ty or poz- eIJ.~-Jl.C.s.p:" ~:.l P£i= 

2-3 T.:. tal MnnufacturiI:€' 

21 Bevernce Incustrics 

32 Manufacture of Procucts of Petruleur. 
and Cu.::.l 

38 Manufacture of Trv.nspvrt Equip::lcnt 

31 P~ufccturc of Ch~ccls and Chcoic~l 
Prcducts 

35 MAnuf. of ~ctal Products except h:lc.b.ir::.;r. 
and Transport equf.pacrrt 

YT Manuf. of Electrical I-i2cnr.icry, A::}~x:.rc:t.:.S 

App1inncc3 ~~ Suppl~es 

39 Miscellcmevus ~uf. bdustri~s 

20 FcJC ~~uf.lndu8trics except 
Bover86e ~nGustrics 

(1) (2) 

13.5 56.9 

Z7.2 159.0 

71.1 

26.1 

121.1 

42.9 

22.2 74.8 

21..4 49.9 

2: .• 2 60.5 

66.6 21.2 

18.3 

29 Manuf. of Leather and Leat~er ~C ~ ?rc~. 
except Pvotwenr p~c other W€~~ ep~~el 16.1 

27 l!'..3Iluf. of Paper and Peper- Proc.ucts 

34 b..!3ic :ilJ.etnl Inc.ustries 

33 l-!cnuf. of Non-I/.;etfJ.lic b .. '"le:·al J:' rccuc ts, 
except Products of Petrv1eu:·r C ... 11Sc CC2.1 

; .: 

30 ~!m1uf. of Rubber Products 

25 r.anuf. of \iood nne. Ccrk, except 
.l"J&'1uf. of Furni ture 

23 l·:anuracture of Tertiles 

22 To~~cco ~~~acturen 

24 r.:::~uf. of Footw8?r, o tho r 'i':e['.ri..n-e 
Apparel pnC: j'iade-up 'IextiJ.e G0CC'.S 

26 t.J i lui'. v! Furni ture and ~::t1:.re3 

14.1 

71.3 

5S.1 

70.0 

133 

104- 
35 

79 

59 

25.2 

75.1 

56.6 

10 

2,L9 

35.~ 

1S.6 

12.9 

11.4 62.5 

50.0 10.3 

9.S 

9.1 
45.1 

43.0 

42.0 

n ,e 

TI.2. 

D .. ;J. 50.3 

Atl':-.eD.S, 1963. .. (2) T~ble 9.3 - p. 
(3) Table 5.6 - p • 

2-SS c ~_:_ ~~~~ . =: . ~.~ '"!s_:.: ~-:~~-::::.~.·~ !J2:iu:=_ J~ • 

173 C:{~_.r.:_~ ;._c~~ .... ·· :l!.\·"r," :::._" C:::-,-·(·~.~ ~>~.~' .; :~trY .. 
. '-'<'.--.'~" .. - _,_- -'.~' ... ' .-' ."__ .. 

.. 
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compute the value added per employee, the amount of value added per 

> • 
employee after deducting a 10%, and (as ~~ alternative) a 20% charge 

against capital (i. e , , "net value added per employee"), and various 

indices of the average level of education per employee per firm. 

Using a 20% charge against capital instead of 10% did not give markedly 

different results. 

The basic results are tabulated in table 11. Four indices of 

education per employee were used. For index A one unit of weight was 

given to the last three years of secondary education, two units for 

the first two years of higher educe.tion 8..!1d three units for three or 

more years of higher education, and the result multiplied by 100, and 

i" divided by the number of employees. Index B did not distinguish between 

less or more higher education. Index C gives weight only to higher 

education while index D gives weighJ only to higher education but d18- 

tinguishes between the first two yep~s aDd the last two years. It is 

of interest that the best association between net value added per em- 

ployee and education is with that index (index A) that discriminates 

most between different types of educ~tion. Index B does almost as well, 

while the two ipdices that did not give any weight to secondary edu- 

cation are not as well associated with value added per employee. It 

seems that on the average firms v i t n a higher index of education per 

employee do in fact have more net vu Lue added per employee. For ex arnp l.e 

using index A, the five f'Lrms with the highest value added per emp.Lov ee 

obviously have a much higher educat:onal index (Fl.DOVe 70) that the 

lowest five firms (a.bout ?C). It ',: P~S() of int":rest that tlw "wights 
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Table 11 

Adjusted Net Value Added per Employee Compared with Indices of 
Education 

Net value Net value 
Firm added £er added ~er Educ. Educ. Educ. Educ. 

Code person pert: on Index Index Index Index 

No. ~in OO's drks.) {in 00' s drks.) A B C D 

? 272 226 87 R7 I:::> () 

10 268 206 Y2 75 33 33 
4 112 70 32 26 11 11 

14 106 56 100 100 75 37 
8 94 80 100 86 28 22 

7 81 79 72 61 30 28 

5 70 46 47 42 19 15 

13 65 59 104 102 7 6 
..., 63 56 30 20 20 20 
.) 

11 56 49 26 31 9 ? 

1 45 36 20 18 13 () 
-' 

12 29 27 3 3 
6 27 -36 13 17 13 4 

9 20 18 26 23 8 6 

1 
101> rates of return to capital deducted. 

2 2(JJ/o rates of return to capital deducted. 
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used in index A are approximately equal to the relative costs o~ those 

types o~ education that are given some weight. [ThU~ the cost of the 

last three years of secondary education in 1960 is approximately 25,000 

drachmas, and that of three years of higher education is approximately 

78,000 drachmas, while two years higher education cost not too much 

more than two-thirds of that. Thus, the weights in index A approximates 

roughly the relative marginal costs of different amounts of educat i.on 

beyond age 15. Of course our sample is very small, and the limited 

associations that exist can only be suggestive as something worth look 

ing into in future research e~~o~ 

6. Investment in Education vs. Investment in M~ufacturing 

An obvious purpose in determining rates of return on education 

is to compare them with the rates in other segments of economy. The 

only rates of return readily available to the author are those for the 

manufacturing sector presented in the book by Professor coutsoumaris 

and the somewhat similar rates based on the same source given in the 
1 2 

volume by Ellis et. al. 

Two problems arise in connection with determining rates of return 

for the manufacturing sector: (1) conversion of the rates given in 

1. coutsoumaris, The Morphology of Greek Industry, pp. 289-295, 
and ElliS, et. al., Industdcl_ CapHfJ. i" ~]"eek Deve~opient, pp , 56-59. 

2. ¥~S. Kokkova has calculated some rates based on a Cobb-Douglas 
fu..'1ction for 1960 cross section data in industry. Her capital coefficient 
is approximated .24 for "depreciated c ap i t.e.l ;" If corrections are m ad e 
for the value of capital and the fact that in 190:) profits were about 
2~ higher t.han the average of 1957 t.o 19G1 then t.nr- r-ecuLt s are nut too 
different from ours. 
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Coutsoumaris to something comparable to the rates employed in this study, 

and (2) the reliability of the data. Let us assume to start with th~t 

the Coutsouma.ris data are correct except for depreciation charges. In 

other words, it may be argued that firms over-depreciate capital and 

as a consequence profit rates are lo .... -ez than they should be if we 

take this element into account. It should be noted, at the outset, 

that there are compensating elements. For example, obsolescence is 

rarely if ever charged against profi t s , P.J10 the value of capital 1s 

lower than it should be, and as a consequence, while absolute profits 

are understated profit rates may be close to the truth. The remarks 

that follow are based on a re-calculation of the data in coutsoumaris 

in accordance with the st~~cture of capital contained in t~e study by 
1 

Krengel and Mertens. According to coutsoumaris data depreciated 

capi tal is approximately 45% of undepr-ec i ated c ap.i tal, whereas in the 

Krengel and Mertens model it is about. 72%. Tnis latter figure is based 

on a 12% rate of growth of the cap~tal stock. T.~e details of the re- 

calculation are presented in the appendix to the chapter. 

If we do not t~~e into 2ccOunt the gTowth elements both in 

determining the income stream for education and in determining the 
y-c 

income stream for manuf'ac tur-Lng then the rate of return (c--) based on 

a 23 year average remaining life of the c ap i t a.I is _14L~ in the rr.anu- 

facturing sector. The internal rate o f' r-e tur-n on the same bas i s a s 

1. Rolf Krengel a11('. Di e t er Me r-t eris , r: xed. C api t al, Stock and 
Future Investment Requ.~~~~:.:tE. j.n GTr'_~~~:_~c.r':.~!Ccti~~.~i"", Atbens l'::fd,l, 
p. 75· 
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approx. 4.5%. The average lifetime left in the capital stock are the 

1 averages determined in the Krengel and Mertens model which develops the 

I age composition of the capital stock on a first in first out basiS, 

assuming a 30 years lifetime for new capital, and a 12% growth rate 

of the capital in manufacturing. Clearly, these rates are significant~y 

lower than the rates of return for higher education in Greece but 

higher than the rates of return for secondary education in most cases. 

It may seem strange that the manufacturing sector should expand while 

v-c is negative, but we w~st keep in mind that we assume no gro~~h -- c 
in productivity. If «e take gr ovt h of producti vi ty into account this 

anomaly disappears. 

The effect of growth of productivity on ~"'nufacturing is not 

symmetrical to its effect on earnings attributed to education. While 

labor gains by working ~~th steadily improving inputs it does not 

have to pay for these inputs, but manufacturers do have to pay in order 

to hire improved labor. Nevertheless, manufacturing firms do gain from 

a portion of the "residual" elements involved in growth. Through 

"learning by doing" (the "Rorndal effect It of about -2<{0 per year) gross 

product is likely to grow by about 2% per year. Further increases are 

also likely to t~~e place as a consequence of dis-embodied technological 

ch ange s . Let us est;iJna.te tha.t the sum of these e Lement s increase gross 

product in manufacturing by about 3% per year. If we t ake this element 

v - c into account then the (~) rate of return for ma~ufacturing ris0s to 

approximately 29'%. The internal r at.e of return on manuf'act.ur i ng r i s e:: 

to about 7.5%. 
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On this bas is h-igher education is supe r i o r to manufacturing as an invest 

ment; but this is not the case fo secondary education, if we do not allocate 

to secondary education a proportionate share in the growth of the economy. 

While it may be argued that manufacturers understate profits the 

reliability of the results depends entirely on the means used for under 

statement. If profits are understated by using excessive depreciation 

rates then it is entirely taken into account in the recalculations made in 

the appendix. If however, the unde rs tatement of profits are due to 

understating the value of sales, or by overstating the cost of current 

inputs, or both, then of CoUl"S e the recalculations do not handle this 

aspect. However, it seems likely that there is a s irn il.a r bias in the 

case of the income flows from higher education since only actual "normal" 

income received on the job was us ed. Income from multiple jobs, or 

"somewhat irregular" incomes are not included. Hence, one can argue 

that the biases in both cases are in the same direction, and that there 

is some value in comparing rates of return in education as against 

those in manufacturing. 

7. Conclus ions 

The tentative findings of this paper give little comfort to those who 

believe that the expansion of education is always desirable on economic 

grounds. If no growth irnpa c t is attributed to edu.cation then secondary 

and higher education ~ ~ unit, for the most part, Goes not pay-off 
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in Greece except·when it leads to specific professional practice. However, 

education does pay (considering only the econoinic aspec-ts) if there is a 

continuation of recent rates of growth, and 'if education is deemed to be 

responsible for a proportionate share of the growth. 
We saw that for the period 1960 to 1964 males with secondary education 

and higher education did not gain in absolute amounts in terms of the 

present value of their income streams as much as those with a primary 

education. As a consequence the growth argument would not be valid if 

the share in growth continued to be biased towards males with a primary 

education or less, or if the growth share cannot be imputed to education. 

Of course, we have only one piece of evidence about the share in the 

growth rate towards people with different types of education and as a 

consequence we cannot assert that there is really reason to believe that 

this type of bias will continue in the fUture. 

It is of great interest that a critical element in coming to any 

conclusion is the rate of grow~h and the sources of growth in the economy. 

The greater the rate of gro~~h that is attributable to education the 

greater the degree to which education pays off and the greater the degree 

to which more types of education become economically desirable. Education 

works in two directions. On the one hand the rate of gro~~h determines 

the economic des ir abili ty of a gi ven type of educ at i on, and on t he other 

hand, education c~~ promote growth. ~~ether or not education (~~d how 

much education) promotes growth at the margin when the growth r'at.e is 

6% or above is difficult to determin~. ~Ie is t~~pted to speculate 

that there is some point at which education stops promoting add i t.i onal. 

growth and that the return from add i ti on aL growth no longer i ncr-eases 

the return to educ at i on comparee to its addi t.i on aI cost. But u!1til1n'e 
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ities we cannot determine where that point is. Nevertheless, should 

the growth rate fall the return to education may fall accordingly and 

what may, on a previous basis, have been a sensible decision may, 

no longer be the case when those who have invested rationally in edu- 

cation have put their stakes on gro~~h. For example, it may be arb~ed 

that the return to most types of higher education at a 6i growth rate 
is something like 14%, which after adjusting for the non-educational 

differential reduces the return to higher education to approximately 11% 

or 12%. The return to manufacturing may, on the basis of some calcula- 

tions, be at a similar level, and hence, it is possible that a 610 
growth rate (per worker) may be the requisite rate even to ma.~e higher 

education pay off. We unfortunately do not know at present what is actually 

the case but we have to point to t he critical nature of the gro .. rt.h assumpt i ons . 

Between secondary and higher education it is clear that higher education 

probably does pay- while secondary education does not in most instances. 

That is to say, higher education pays if the cost of college entr&~ts 

is assumed to be zero. The one clea~ unambiguous findings is that from 

an economic viewpoint there is greater reason to expand higher education 

rather than secondary education. 

We saw that in general the value of the benefit stream was greater 

than the cost stream for higher ed-'.l.C'Ettion and the conver-se was the case 

for secondary education. In addition it turned out that inc~~es for 

those 'Y,'i th t.echrri ca.l education are appr-oxi mat e Ly the same as those \' ~ t.h 

H higher education but that the ,ji !".'ct c os t of' technical educ at ion ar e 
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several times as high per student. As a consequence an expansion o~ 

the type or technical education which was available in the past is 

probably not warranted on purely economic grounds. 

To all or these conclusions a number of important qualifications 

must be made. The consumption value of secondary education wns not 

taken into account and it may be sufficient to change the conclusion 

mentioned above. In addition the quality of secondary education as 

well as its content has been undergoing gradual change. This element 

also has not been taken into account in our calculations. Even if the 

present type or secondary education does not pay off economically at 

the current supply level it does not follow that secondary education 

of changed content and quality would not lead to different results. 

This is a significant research area that should be considered in the 

future. 
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f Part II 

Rates of Return t.o Education -- The Policy Problem 

1. TI."1e asyrrrrnetry between "favorable' anc "unf avo rab Le" r at es , 

A general presumption behind the economics of human capital is that there are 

some basic similarities between the trea~ment of investment in humans and invest- 

merrt in other areas. Yet it is curious that f2,-o;.;- conflicts arise when we apply 

the results to areas where only inanimate capital is involved as against human 

capital. ~alculations showed that the 

balls wa~derablY above the marginal 

re tuzn to the production of ping-pong 

product of capital while the rate of 

retu-rn to the production of tennis balls was considerably below, there would be 

little difficulty in recommehding an. expansion of the output of the former and 

decrease in the latter. Planners or gove rnme.nt.s would find it quite easy to accept 

such advice. The main doubts that would be expressed would be the usual ones 

hav Lng to do with the adequacy of the datil on T,l'i-;ich the calculations were based, 

or some aspects of the techniques of calculat Lon , No doubt sceptical, policy,-"1Il.iikers 

would raise additional questions, but on the whole there can be little doubt that 

the degree of resistance to such advice would be very much less t.h an in a case 

"hece the product, involved are different type, of educat~ 

If it had turned out in the study in c;_uestion that the returns to eduction 

of all kinds were clearly and considerably abo-,ve the marginal product of capital 

(and/or the interest rate), then it would be r at he r easy to accept the. policy 

conclusion that all types of education should be expanded to some degree. For the 

most part, people have a natural bias in favor o f the expansion of education. It 

1S not only that we believe that education is } good thing9 but that in addition 

we ar e likely to believe that to a con s i.de r ab I s ext.ent, differences in output per 
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man after adjusting for capital per man is explained by differences in 

education. These remarks are not intended to exhaust the reasons for 

the biases in question. Whatever the reason the biases exist. This means 

that results consistent with such biases will not meet resistance while 

those that go against the bias will generate various arguments against 

the more obvious policy implications involved in the results. The purpose 

~ ~----------------------------- 
of this section is not to argue against the biases as such, or even to 

suggest that these biases are undesirable, but rather to point to the 

asymmetrical policy implications of different types of results, and to 

examine the pas sible reas ons (or alibis) that would support the bias 

against the numerical results. 

It may be useful to pinpoint our discussion with respect to the 

results of this paper.E:ld secondary education be reduced or its 

rate of expans ion diminis hed since the rate of return is below that of 

other types of investment including other types of education? In 

trying out this ques tion before academic audiences the author found 

that almost invariably the response was negative. This response is 

not indefensible since it is easy to think of a number of arguments which, 

to some degree, represent counterweights to rates of return results 

bas e d on c ros s -s ectional ~:1 The reader should keep in mind that 

t h e no r rna l ways of calculating rates or return to education include 

b i a s c s so that for the most part these rates are on the high side (assuming 

again that we ignore the "c ons urript i on value" of education.) For example, 

part of the returns to education are returns for greater skill, perserverance, 
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. , ".. ~ . 
or other attributes which are us eful in work situations and which at 

the same time are characteristics that contribute towards completing 

more years of education. Thus, in a sense, within the qualifications 

made, the returns calculated repres ent upper bounds. 

2. Countervailing elements to low rates of return: 

(l) Imperfections in the data: This element need not be considered 

for present purposes since most of the reactions would not change even 

if the data were as accurate as pas sible. For purpos es of the pres ent 

discussion we will assume that this is not the basic difficulty. 

(2) Consumption (etc. ) value of education: Since the results 

include only the direct productive value of education it is always possible 

to argue that if we took :into account the consumption value of education 

to the recipient and/or the citizenship value of education to the society, 

that this would c oun t e r ba l a nc e whatever deficiency exists in calculating 

the rate of return. There can be little doubt that there is a positive 

consumption value of education (either private or public) obtained by 

some of thos e who receive a secondary education. The 
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difficulty of course is to assess its value in order to determine whether or not it counter- 

balances the difference between, say, the marginal product of capital and the rate of 

return to secondary education. This is, of course, one of the basic aspects of the 

policy implications are unambiguous. When the net economic benefits are negative the 

undetermined consumption value of eudcation contributes to the ~m:rity of the policy 

implication. However, it is far from being the only such element. 

(3) The argument from consumers's overeignty: In the particular study in ques tion 

the argument could be made that since the choice of education was made freely the utility 

of the benefits was in fact greate r than the dis utility of the cos ts even if the net economic 

benefits in monetary terms is negative. The government subsidy aspect is unimportant 

in the present case since the net economic benefits for males are negative even if we 

exclude the subsidy. Secondary education for males did not pay even on the basis of the 

private costs involved. One could argue of course that the buyers of education were 

misled since they in fact do not know what the rates of return to education happen to be. 

However, while in an academic sense this is true, it is far from being obviously true in 

the s ens e in w hic h it is relevant. [:: parents of childr en re ceiving an educa t i on do 

have to calculate detailed presen es in order to make a rational decision. It is 

not 

sufficient that they know approximately the differential incomes of their friends and 

relatives who have had less than a secondary education as against those who have had 

a secondary education. It is quite likely that such knowledge is fairly widespread in 

urban areas. In fact, such information may be superior to average rates of return 

calculations since by knowing the returns to specific individuals the people involved 

can to some degree take into account differ~ 
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in talent or other peculiar aspects that determine the results. Of course, we do not 

know whether some persistent biases exist in such markets. For example~ parents may 

consistently exaggerate the capacities of tr._':'ir children compared with others. But 

in the absence of definite information therE'. is no reason to assume that such a bias 

exists. 

(4) Long-run effects: Another deficiency of cross-sectional analysis is that 

it ca~~ot take temporary deviations from trend into account. Thus it may be argued 

that the rate of return is lew because of a temporary excess supply, this need not be 

the case if the long-run were taken into account. That is, the excess supply may 

be a temporary deviation from the trend which is really in the opposite direction. 

Since the educational gestation period is relatively long. and since adults cannot 

be expected to receive such an education, it may pay to overload the supply line 

temporarily in favor of long-term gains. 

(5) Value to subsequent generation: Returns to education calculations 

consider only the economic returns to the present generation. It does not take into 

account the possibility that more educated parents pass on some of their capacities 

in the nurture process to future generations. While it is likely that this effect 

exists (the "head start" argument) and that its value is positive. the extent to 

'Which it is va Lu ab Le is completely undetermined. 

(6) External economies: A final argQ~nt against taking rates of return 

seriously is that they exclude the external economies from education. It is 

certainly possible that some of the growth that takes place is explained by superior 

educational inputs whose return is not captured to the full extent by these inputs. 

rnus, if the excess supply is very large, more educated individuals may receive no 

mote than less educated ones if they have limited their own substitut ibility although 

t.h ey ate mote valuable workers t..':tan would ot.he rw i se be t.he case. 

"- .. 
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3. Education and yrowth- -Distribution of the Gains: 

Do private returns properly take into account the growth 

inducement effects of education? Let us consider some possibilities: 

part of the growth proces s is derived from the shift of workers from· 

lower paying to higher pa y mg occupations. Among the major shifts of 

this type are: (1) from unemployment, disguised unemployment or partial 

employment to the full employment of the individuals involved, (2) from 

agriculture to industry, (3) from unemployment at home to employment 

abroad, (4) from inefficient self-employment to employment at regular 

wages, (5) from smaller towns to bigger areas, etc. Education may contribute 

to such shifts through an increas ed sensitivity and w i de n irig of horizons that 

may occur. For the most part the people that move and gain by this process 

rna y not have secondary education. But secondary education may contribute 

to the link in the information chain. Higher paying blue collar jobs may 

become available because those with a secondary education restrict 

thems elves to white collar jobs. Thus part of the income growth of those 

with a primary education may be due to the fact that more education is 

j. 

being received at higher levels elsewhere in the economy. 

@.e basic point of the previous paragraph is s imply that education can 

contribute to growth in ways that are not fully captured financially by those 

being educated. The wage of thos e with a secondary education reflects their 

marginal product, but the average product may be above the marginal product 

and the differential may become a return to other inputs such as management 

o r entrepreneu,,~ 
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The basic difficul~y is that at present we do not know how to measure the exact 

contribution of education to growth. The essence of the problem is whether or not 

t1:-"i2 contribution of education is higher than that calculate:! by differential rates 

of return to differential degrees of educ.at.Lon , We can readily imagine sequences 

of economic events so that this ~ in fact, turns out to be the case. (lEO~ider 

the case of the education of managers and its relation to technical progress. More 

educated managers may result in the purchase (for replacement) of more productive 

machines than would have been the case of the managers were less educatedo It is 

quite possi~le that this would show up not as a r~turn to the education of managers 

but as a return to capital or to technical progress. (2) In a similar vein more 

educated managers may introduce various types of production methods improvements such 

as those involved in more rational flow of materials or superior inventory controls, 

but these differences may show up in higher profit rates and hence calculated as a 

; return to capital or entrepreneurship or some combination of the two. (3) In addition 

complementarities between higher and secondar-y education may enable management to 

introduce the improvements considered under (1) and (2) more effectively. Once again 

the returns may show up as increased rates of return to other facto~ 

Finally~ there are a nQ~ber of elusive returns of education that are unlikely 

to show up in the usual calculations. The contribution of education to the practical 

manifestations of genius, creativity, and unusual efforts are unlikely to be f~lly 

accounted for in the crasp-sectional approach. This is not to suggest that education 

creates genius but only that it may direct it into productive channels. 

4. On Biases in Cross-sectional Resultsl 

We consLd ez briefly three sour ce s of b i 'jS wh i.ch may understate the rate of return 

to education. 
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(1) It is quite likely that there is an improvement in many areas in the quality 

(j!' e.ducation ove r time. Should this be the.,. case then cross-sectional calculations 

"'"ill unde r s t at.e the return to this imp:t'oveme",t;. In essence this manifests itself in 

t::-= younge-r generation being better educated f or the same years of education than 

the older generation. This would i..'1lply t.h at; wb.en the younger. peop Le move into'-the 

age groups now occupied by older people» t~e value of their experience plus education 

would have a greater marginal product ceteris paribus than that of those currently 

in the higher age groups •. Empirically two p rcb Lems have to be solved. One is to 

determine whether the quality of education h~s ac!ually iw~roved~ and second is to 

assess tte value of the improvement. 

An additional difficulty that enters is that what is of value is not education 

by Ltse Lf , but some combination of educ ac Lor, and expe r f.erice , The excess supplies of 

t.hs.s e como Inat Ions that exist at the p r eserrt; time may not :::-eflect the situation that 

wil: exist when those currently being educ,3,t:2J errt e'r into tJ-"'t: hig1::er age group 

Trous, peculiarities in the current demand and supply situation in different age groups 

may pos s Lb Ly bias the results against those cur ren.Ly being educated. 

(2)~Cial element that applies pa~ticularly to the recipients of a secondary 

education has to do with the asymmetries of the degree of substitutipility on the 

demand and supply side that effects this group. Those wbo in a previous era would 

n ave received only a primary education now receive a secondary education. These 

people aim at white collar jobs Lns t ead of b Lue collar occupations. Thus, because 

of class-jumping aspirations and prestige. !'29.S0nS the occupational substitutibility 

falls considerably. On the demand side the degree of substitutibility works in the 

other direction where men are concerned. To some degre~ tLose who hire white collar 

tv,_,:ck"Ors find that they could now sub s t.Lt u te women with a secondary education where 

r.h-ry h,ad previously employed men , Thus , t'~;\-:' "l'i:ig«- elasticity of an exc es s supp l y 
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of males with a secondary education may turn out to be rather high at some stages in 

in the processes of developmen~ 

(3) A shift in the slope of the income-age profile will not necessarily show up 

:,' in a cross-sectional analysis. This is not a new factor but is essentially a 

possible consequence of the distortions considered under (1) and (2) above. In the 

figure below we illustrate the nature of the distortion. 

Income 

i 
A 

f 
C 

A 

Age 

, , 
The curve A C represents the old age-income profile. AC is the new age-income 

profile. The age-income profile that will be revealed by a cross-sectional analysis 

is likely to be something like the curve ABC' • ~other words, the data available 

for the shift is likely to involve either the current year or at best a few recent 

.. ", 
years but most of it will not reveal itself until the new generation takes over the 

occupations of the older age groups. (I.e., it is quite possible that women are 

substituted for men at the lower career levels but not at the higher levels.) 

Thus, those receiving a secondary educrt Lon currently may in fact have a steeper 

age-income career pattern which will not reveal itself until some years later as they 

proceed with their car~ 
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5. Some Tentative Conclusions 

Given the considerations mentioned in the previous sections it is very difficult 

to arrive at hard and fast conclusions 0 Nevertheless, I shall venture some tentative 

conclusions~ which in part are based on personal impressionsp but which cannot be 

defended entirely on the .b as i.s of data available to me. 

1S needed in at least two areas: (1) The rates of return to 
" 

different qualitative aspects of secondary educationp and (2) the stability and 

direction of rates of return. On (1) it would be of interest to know whether the 

rates of return to alternative curricula (etc.,) for secondary education are similar 

. " or vary considerably. If they vary conSiderably then some types of secondary 

education should be expanded at the expense of others, and possibly at the ex~ense 

of other educational levels, depending on the rates involved. The conclusions 

s : mentioned below are on the assumption that curicular differences make little 

difference in the rate of return. I have no way of knowing whether or not this is 

a reasonable assumption. 

With respect to (2) it would be of interest to know whether or not the low 

returns to secondary education are temporary or of long standing. ~MY general 

impression is that if we had a series of rates of return for, say, the last decade, 

that the returns to secondary education for men would probably be fairly stable or 

declining, and on the low side. If this should be true, then the conclusions that 

follow are somewhat more defenSib~ 

If I were forced to make policy prescriptions on what little I know, and, 

looking at education solely from the point of view of the creation of human capital, 

my tentative :cecommendations would be as fol l ow s : if the allocation is to bt' made out of .-- 
on narrowly economic 

-~ 
grounds should be away 
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from secondary education towards higher education or 

education. Most of the factors mentioned which are responsible for 

'~-creating elements, such as the consumption value of 

education, hold for all types of education almost equally well. 

Furthermore it is likely that at the margin the contributions to 

growth are made by those types of education that contribute to 

s kills which are bottlenecks to expans ion, or thos e that add to the 

stock of entrepreneurial talent. My impression is that secondary 

education at the margin contributes to neither of thes e factors. 

The most difficult conclus ion to come to is whether education 

is a better investment than other types of capital. 1/ It is unclear 

whether education of the present quality at the secondary and higher 

level considered as a unit can have any greater claims than at 

pres ent on an overall investment budget c ampared with other types 

of investment. The exceptions to this case would be training for 

the well established professions, such as engineering, chemistry, 

medicine, etc. An argument could probably also be made in favor 

of managerial training at the university level since training, in 

the modern sense, is in a very rudimentary state at the present time. 

1/ According to my estimates of the rate of return in manufacturing, higher 
education does pay compared to manufacturing. However, this does not irnply 
that higher education pays compared to investments in other branches of the 
economy. The limited data available to me at the time did not allow me to 
determine how representative returns in manufacturing were compared to 
other sectors of the economy. If we assume that manufacturing is represent2. 
tive, then higher education is a desirable investment and should be expanded. 
This conclusion is obviously clouded by not knowing exactly how to e va l uat e 
the initial as s umption. 
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Rates-of return to secondary education and higher education 

considered as a unit form a borderline case. They almost payoff 

if we attribute a zero contribution to growth, but are quite likely 

to be superior to investment in manufacturing if we attribute to 

them something like a two percent contribution to growth. Since 

this is not at all unreasonable, it is then conceivable to argue for 

an expans ion of higher education on this bas is. This would lead to 

no expansion of secondary education initially since there is a surplus 

of secondary education graduates compared to entrants to higher 

education. However, eventually the extent to which secondary 

education is required to feed t be university education pipeline 

may result in a required expansion of secondary education. 

Needless to say, there are many "iffy" elements in reaching 

this conclusion. 

The above conclus ions are made apart from equity considerations. 

If included, they would weaken our conclusions since a case for 

secondary education as against higher education could be made 

on egalitarian grounds. 
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Appendix 1 

Calculation of the Rate. cf F.r-?t'Jr!l in Manufacturin_g 

For the most part the rate of return (V - c ) has been calculated on the basis . c 
of data found in Coutsoumaris' The Mor~hology of Greek Industry. All of the data is 

.: 

on the basis of rates or ratios on d~preciated capital, or on rates that can be 

conve~ted to this basis. Let us set depreciated capital (circa 1957) according to 

-Cout soumar Ls at 100 units. All the calculations will be rates on this basic unit. 

(1) According to Coutsoumaris (p. 391), u~depreciated capital is 2.2 times 

depreciated capital. Hence, we apply the Krengel ratio of undepreciated to depre- 

eiated capital, f72% of 220). The "true value" of depreciated capital is therefore 

160 units. Inventories on the same basis are approximate ly 80 units 9 and henCE! 

total capital inclusive of inventories is 240 units. ~~is is our denominator. 

(2) A number of corrections have to be made to obtain the correct numerator. 

The average profit rate on Cout soumar i s ' deprccLat ed capital for the yea'l€ 1957 to 

1961 is approximately 9% (p.294). We note that depreciated capital happens to be 

approximately the same as equity and hence rates of profits on equity are equal to 

\1 rates of profit on depreciated capital. We add b ack depreciation on cost of 5.1 
,'? 
I 

, , units (p.420) and long term interest of 1.6 units. Thus, the numerator is equal to 

9 plus 5.9 which is roughly 16 units. 

7 
100 

The ratio is approximately _~ or roughly 
240 

(3) For the 23 year lifetime of cap Lt a l we receive a net flow of 7 m Lt s for 

each 100 units of investment. This yi'91ds ,\ present value of 86 at a 6% rate of 

discount for the 23 year period. This Ltrro Li.e s that v - c is equal to -14. 

(4) In computing the efff'.cts of the J . i')crease in gross product ev'ery year 'We 
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must keep in mind that s al.es are approximate.ly 330 units and costs 314 units 

according to the previous calculations 0 It was on this basis that we computed the 

rate of return assuming a 3% growth rate in gross product. 
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Appendix I 

1~able 2 

Educational Costs for Educational Period for the years 1960 and 1964. 

(Inclusive of' Income Foregone) 
(in 000 I s Drachmas) 

. 1960 1964 
A. Survey Data: 

1. Primary Education 6 years 
6 years Educational Cost 

- No income foregone 

7 14 

2. Secondary Education 12 years - against Primary 6 years . 
6 years Educational Cost 

+ 5 years income foregone 

46 

3. Higher Education 15 years - against Secondary 12 years * 
3 years Educational Cost + 1 year frontisteria cost 

+ 3 years income foregone + 2/3 of one year income foregone 
for frontisteria period 

B. School Teachers 

1. Secondary school teachers - against Primary school teachers 
2 final years of higher education Cost + 6 months frontisteria 

+ 2 years income foregone + 1/3 of one year for frontisteria period 

C. Civil Ser-varrt s - Administrat1ve Personnel 

1. Secondary school Education 12 years - against Primary 6 year~ 
6 years Educational Cost 

+ 5 years income foregone 
2. Higher Education 15 years plus - against Secondary 12 years 

4 years Educational Cost + 1 year frontisteria cost 
+ 4 years income foregone + 2/3 of one ycp_r for frontisteria period 

76 

115 

D. Engineers 

.1. Lnrtependerrt Professional Engineers - aga) nst Draughtsmen 
L .Yf;;lI!; rducational Cost 

1 1 yc-ar t'r orrt i s t e r i 8 cost 
4 years pr i vat.e lessons in f'r-orrt l s t cr i a 

____ +_4__::..y_ea!'s income foreg0rle + 2/3 of one ye::ar for frontiate_::ia ~_e_r_i_o~d~ _ 

135 

* A "f'r'orrt i s t er i a'' is basically a pr i vat.e Iy ope r e ted "crrun-school.H. 
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Table 3 

Present Valuos (Figuros in OOO'a) 

" 
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12 14 F 1960 1118 236 193 

6 14 F 1964 1070 (87 247 
12 11', F 1%4 1630 3'2 270 
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12 I 14 H 19m 1597 319 259 
1" 14 I; lS~·8 231)G 422 33'~ • :;> 

6 14 M 1964 1483 379 322 
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15 14 H 196t, 2634 491 375 

rs 12 19 M 1964 1825 1.,78 405 
15+ 19 H 1964 2899 697 578 
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, 15+ 14 It 1964 2899 589 412 
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II Ensin. 21 M 1964 5130 1122 1~ 
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Appendix I 

Table 4 

1960 Approximate - Mean Monthly !Dcane l.n qDrs. 

. , 
, 

Ages Years of Education 

Up to 7 - 12 
6 years years 13+ Total 

A. Males 

up to 25 1,200 . 1,400 1,900 1,400 
26 - 45 2,100 2,400 3,640 2,600 
46- 2,300 3,500 6,000 3,400 

Total 2,000 2,400 4,300 2,600 

B. Females - 1960 

up to 25 1,050 , 1,290 1,19'7 
26-45 1,170 1,700 1,460 
46 - 1,250 2,900 1,288 ! 
Total 1,041 1,567 1,354 I 

i 
Source: Survey by Kepe 

Note: (1) The calculations in the previous tables used median 
. incomes for each class rather than mean incomes. 

(2) Because of vacation and chr-i stmas payments annual 
income levels are sompwhere Detween 13-14 times 
the monthly level. 
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Appendix I 

Table 5 

1964 Approximat~ Mean Monthly Income in Drs. - Data: SUrvey by Kepe 

Ages Years of Education 

Up to 6 
years 7 - 12 13 and over 

A. Males -- 
up to 25 1,500 1,600 2,800 

26 - 45 2,600 3,200 4,800 

46- 2,700 4,400 7,100 

, B. Females 

up to 25 1,270 1,680 
, 

26 - 45 1,540 2,240 

~- 1,650 4,010 

Source: Survey Data. 
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Append iK: E 

Manpower Planning VE!::'sus Kat,=s of Retur!1 Results 

-'", 

The policies based on the manpower p:a.:r:_::1.:';;~g approach and the rate of return 

approach do not necessarily jibe. This is c-lC':lrly so in the case of Greece. The 

D.E.C.D. study based on the manpower p Lanzri.ng approach recommends the greatest rate 

of expansion at the secondary level. This is clearly opposed to what the present 

study wou l d reconnnend. We consider briefly w':_y this should be the case, and raise 

some. questions about which of the two is the mor-e reliable • 

I~ the present state of the art, the ::naTJOWe::- planning approach is largely 

agg reg at Ive with respect to subsectors of t!-:~ ,"'conomy, and it presumes (certainly 

.:is a first approximation) that different typ-:,,, of la::or are required in fixed rgtios 

for: a gLveri subsector. Now let us suppose t;'jdt the !:'",sults of the present s t udy 

a:Ce ccrrec t , l'h Ls means that th""r'~ is an ey:-ess supply of male secondary school 

.g raduat e s at a wage pattern equal to the cost 0:: s s cond ary education -- call it 

"tl:"_,o' IT ull cost wage." Now the manpower pla':1~'~g appro ach , for the most part which 

. - ...... 

takes the actual skill ratios in &"1. industry as the appropriate number for planning 

purposes, will of course yield results t~at t~~~sform existing excess supplies into 

pla'.1s that maintain and exaggerate such excess supplies. 

Additional deficiencies of the manpower p l ann Lng approach are as follows: 

(1) The manpower planning approach determines :nanpower requirements of a given type 

based on existing average ratios of different types of manpower rather than marginal 

requirements. The existing averages incluie (3) :firms operating under ir..efficient 

production functions, and (b) other firms ut i I ~ zing relatively inefficient workers. 

Tn e expand i.ng (and new) firms which account tc: the Lnc reas s d manpower nes-d s ::ire 

:: 
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unlikely to include the inefficient firms in the same proportions as they exist at 

present. The new additions to the work force have not received the same training 

as the existing workers. If present training is distinctly better~ (or distinctly 

worse) t hen average requirements would be different than marginal requirements. 

(2) The manpower planning approach does not take into account various types of 

manpower substitution possibilities; e.g., such as that between: (a) different 

years of education, (b) different types of education, (c) different combinations of 

education and experience, (d) the substitution of women for men, (e) of capital for 

labor, and (f) even of part-time workers for full-time workers. The lack of the 

various substitution possibility considerations is probably the greatest weakness 

'. of the manpower planning approach. 

-,-.: 

j. 

(3) As development proceeds and the economy expands, the degree of speciali~ 

zation of many types of occupations is likely to increase. The training m:!.:x: icwolved 

in more specialized occupations is likely to be different, and probably l~ss time 

consuming in terms of months of vocational training~ than the current mix. 

(4) Many educational standards for jobs are conventional. It is likely that 

in many cases the standard is too high for the actual job involve~ but that the 

standards yield to some degree in the face of shortages at the existing standard. 

This is another reason why marginal requirements may turn out to be different from 

average requirements. 

(5) As the economic structure changes in the course of development, some 

people have to be shifted from some jobs to others. Thus, it is likely that for 

many people the optimal training is for a multiplicity of jobs within s lifetime 

rather than for a single occupation. Flexibility of output is augmented by 

minimizing the degree of vocational training. This too is a factor that does not 

seem to be taken into account under the manpow-r planning app r o ach , 

, ,,' 


